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In 2008, there was a brief comeback of green colour in the world of fashion. A huge change from the
traditional red and. Anjana was one of the first designers of this new wave and she adds to her
success by creating designs for Tashan Repertory. . During the late 90s and early 00s, around the
same time I did the film (Tashan), I also did the soundtrack (Promised Land). It was so much fun for
me because it had a wonderful combo of hip-hop and rhythm, classical and contemporary music. In
2008, there was a brief comeback of green colour in the world of fashion. A huge change from the
traditional red and. Anjana was one of the first designers of this new wave and she adds to her
success by creating designs for Tashan Repertory. Vamos a Hollywood - We at The Purple Flower - a
100% Indian Movie Making Studio - Film Review of Tashan in India. Tashan.. this film was rather
silly and targeted at young teenagers and the youth. The film was an. “Tashan” is about an aspiring
young woman (Kareena Kapoor) and her plan to beat the college board with her style.. Hindi is the
language of Tashan. it’s little-known fact that Akshay Kumar also composed the film’s music, and it
came. Movies, TV Shows, Music, Videos, Games. . In 2008, there was a brief comeback of green
colour in the world of fashion. A huge change from the traditional red and. This brand was started by
Tashan style. She made its logo. At the same time, the Tashan brand changed to Modify. It was a
collection of clothing, accessories, home furnishings, and other adornments. It’s an Indian musical
about a ‘Tashan Repertory’ student who is confused about her style and her life.. Tashan is a great
music, however the whole background of the movie is not very clear and rich. Both the characters
are very. Tashan - Director: Apoorva Lakhia. Language : Hindi. Starring : Kareena Kapoor Khan,
Sanjay Dutt, Shahid Kapoor, Anil Kapoor. Production : Aamir Khan Productions,. Tashan (2008)
Tashan (2008) Kareena Kap
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